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FREEDOM EXAMS
END OF THIRD TERM EXAMINATION

SCIENCE – BS 1
SECTION A

Choose the correct answer

1. All the following are living things except ……… a. football b. snail c. tree

2. Identify the non-living thing below. a. Dog b. Stone c. Human being

3. Plastics can be used for ……….. a. stones b. trees c. chairs

4. Metals are used for ……………. a. trees b. spoon c. soil

5. Wood is used to make …………… a. furniture b. water c. socks

6. When we can see everything around us we call it …. a. night time b. stone c. day
time

7. Light from the sun is called ………. a. sunlight b. moonlight c. daylight

8. The ………… is the main source of light to the world. a. earth b. sun c. moon

9. …………… is a source of light. a. Electric bulb b. Sky c. Water

10. Water can be used for the following except …...

a. washing b. sneezing c. bathing

11. Air helps our ……………. clothes to dry. a. wet b. nice c. blue

12. When you move something towards yourself, it is known as ….

a. push b. force c. pull

13. When you move something away from you, it is called …… a. push b. force c. pull

14. ..……… are tools that help us to do work easily and faster.

a. Materials b. Energy c. Simple machines

15. The following are things we need when taking our bath except …..

a. soap b. sponge c. toothbrush

16. Taking good care of the body is also known as ……….
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a. body cleaning b. personal hygiene c. body drying

17. ……….. are used to clean our teeth.

a. Tooth brush and tooth paste b. sponge and tooth brush c. Soap and sponge

18. …….. is a way of keeping the environment clean.

a. Weeding b. Mobbing c. Bathing

19. A disease that affects the skin is called …..

a skin control b. skin disease c. skin mad

20. We usually get heat rashes when the weather is ….…….. a. warm b. hot c. cold

SECTION B

1. List four things we need when taking our bath

……………..........……..........……

………………..................………

……………….................……...

………….......….........…………

2. Write two things we do to keep our environment clean.

…………………………………………………............……

……………………………………………..........…………

3. Write two ways we can prevent skin diseases.

……………………………………………...........…………

………………………………………..........………………


